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Oakwood park has a mixed character with formal tree 
avenues, historical features, a café, playground, pond 
and natural habitats of grassland, scrub and mature trees 
which provide a valuable wildlife haven. A tributary of 
the Houndsden stream runs in a pipe on the eastern side 
of the park.

When it rains, water can drain into the pipes too quickly 
and can overwhelm the Houndsden Stream, causing 
flooding. As the area surrounding the park is urbanised, it 
also means that the stream suffers from pollution.

There is an opportunity to incorporate a series of wetland 
features on the eastern side of the park with the aim of 
habitat and amenity enhancement for the park, whilst 
also addressing wider water quality and flood issues. 

The wetlands project can include other elements such as 
improved and formal pathways, outdoor learning spaces, 
and seating areas for all to use. 

A phased approach has worked successfully in previous 
council led wetland schemes, where the wetland 
elements have been delivered first, and further funding 
has been attracted for additional amenity features. This 
way, the full potential of the scheme can be realised.

Local schools and groups, as well as residents, can be 
involved in the wetlands scheme and participate in the 
planting of the wetlands and surrounding habitats. 

The pictures and diagrams on the following pages show 
the outline proposals of the project within Oakwood 
Park. 
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Seasonally wet wildflower meadow 

Proposed Outline Plan

Accessible footpath to Wetland 

Network of informal routes across grassland

Possible site for social space/seating area/outdoor 
learning space

Legend

Scarlet Oak Walk

Possible improved entrance

Culverted 

Hounsdon Stream

Water diverted to wetland in underground pipe

Swales to convey water between wetland cells

Simple footbridge or causeway to cross swale safely

Prince George Ave

Oakwood Park

Willow Walk

Footpaths to social space  - example from 
Firs Farm

Informal grass paths around vegetated 
wetland cells - Example from Firs Farm

Example of interpretation - artwork Example of informal swale crossingOpportunities for natural play
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Wetland Cell (regularly wet)

Dry Wetland Cell (designed to be only seasonally wet)

Enhanced wet woodland

Seasonally wet meadow 
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Visualisation

Wetland cell with native 
wetland planting

Social/Educational space Wildflower buffer to 
wetlands

New footpath for accessible access 
to key locations connecting with 
existing informal path layout

Interpretation to 
explain the project

Artistic impression showing a Wetland Cell with a new footpath leading to a social and educational space 

Wet woodland habitat

Wetlands attract a wider range of bird life

Wetlands attract a wider range of amphibian life

Opportunities for outdoor learning


